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Coulomb implosion of tetrabromothiophene observed under multiphoton ionization by
free-electron-laser soft-x-ray pulses
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Soft-x-ray free-electron-laser pulses were used to create highly charged molecular tetrabromothiophene
species by sequential multiphoton ionization from bromine 3d orbitals. The experiment was performed at the
SACLA facility in Japan and the products of molecular dissociation were analyzed by means of multicoincidence
momentum-resolved ion time-of-flight spectroscopy. Total charge states up to +13 atomic units were produced,
creating a particular dissociation pattern for the carbon ions, a Coulomb implosion, due to the concerted forces
by the surrounding heavy bromine ions. This behavior was explored both experimentally and by numerical
molecular-dynamics simulations and the fingerprints of the Coulomb implosion were identified in both. In
simulations, Coulomb implosion was predicted to be highly sensitive to the initial (thermal) motion of the atoms
and, after including vibrational motion for several temperatures, good general agreement between the experiment
and simulations was found. The agreement with the experiment was further improved by adding charge dynamics
to the simulation, according to our point-charge dynamics model with empirical rate constants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the very first spectroscopy experiments using x-ray
free-electron lasers (FELs) [1–5], the femto- and picosec-
ond dynamics of the Coulomb explosion of small quantum
systems from diatomic molecules to rare-gas clusters has
captured continuous interest [6–13]. Ionization by the short
and intense FEL pulses allows creating exotic highly charged
states by depositing a large amount of energy into the system
in the course of tens of femtoseconds or even less. The ensuing
dynamics is a complex process, encompassing charge mul-
tiplication by electronic decay, charge redistribution within
the system, and nuclear dynamics, all overlapping in time.
Various theoretical descriptions and models can be applied in
the interpretation of such experiments [13–15], ranging from
ab initio quantum chemical molecular-dynamics simulations
to simple classical point-charge models.

In our earlier works, we investigated molecules with
one or two x-ray-absorption hot spots, i.e., iodine atoms
in iodomethane [16], di-iodomethane [17], and iodouracil
[18,19], and applied a Coulomb explosion model with a few
empirical parameters representing the charge dynamics. The
experimental technique used was multi-ion coincidence time-
of-flight spectroscopy with three-dimensional momentum res-
olution [20–22]. The empirical Coulomb explosion model was
in good agreement with the various experimental findings

related to the dissociation dynamics, such as ion momentum
distributions and angular correlations between the momenta
of various fragments. In these studies, the focus was on the
interplay of the charge and nuclear dynamics, for example,
on how the dissociation pattern is affected by the continuous
buildup and spread of the positive charge, as opposed to
the instant charge appearance over the entire molecule. This
aspect of joint charge and nuclear dynamics is especially im-
portant when the nuclear dynamics has an ultrafast component
(proton emission) and the charge is multiplied by multistep
Auger cascades from deep core holes in the absorption hot
spots, such as I 2p core holes.

In smaller systems such as CH3I, the initial vibrational
motion of the constituent atoms has only a very minor impact
on the Coulomb explosion, quite understandably when one
compares the typical total internal vibrational energy (less
than 200 meV in CH3I) with the energy released in the
Coulomb explosion (about 250 eV in CH3I10+). However, in
a more complex system of 5-iodouracil, it was found that in
order to interpret the experimentally determined momentum
and angular distributions of the fragments correctly, it is
necessary to also include the initial motion of the atoms
[18,19]. In the present study, we will further investigate the
role of the molecular vibrations in a system with rather unique
fragmentation dynamics.
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FIG. 1. Geometry of the 4BrThio molecule.

The target molecule in this study is tetrabromothiophene
(4BrThio), where all the hydrogens surrounding the thiophene
ring have been replaced with Br atoms (see Fig. 1). This
means that there is no ultrafast nuclear dynamics component.
Another contrast with the previous studies at SACLA is that
the molecule was ionized by soft-x-ray FEL pulses that at
130 eV predominantly create the shallow Br 3d core holes
that decay rapidly by single-step molecular Auger processes.
Combined with the lack of ultrafast nuclear dynamics, one can
assume that in the present system, the faster charge dynamics
has a relatively minor effect on the dissociation dynamics.

By tuning the pulse intensity to the multiphoton absorption
regime, a highly symmetric situation can be created where the
carbons in the thiophene ring are surrounded by heavy Br+

ions. What follows is, according to the simulation, a picture
where the bromine ions follow the usual Coulomb explosion
trajectories reflecting the molecular geometry, but the carbon
ions experience a Coulomb implosion. They become trapped
in the cage of heavy bromine atoms with the Coulomb forces
acting inward. In such a situation even a small initial displace-
ment or velocity of carbon atoms can dramatically alter the ion
emission trajectories.

In the following, we will first present the experimental
findings as a basis to reconstruct the dissociation behavior
with the aid of modeling. Then we calculate the ion momenta
by classical point-charge simulation in order to determine
the typical total molecular charge reached in the experiment.
Next the initial vibrational motion will be added to the model
and compared with the experiment using the most symmetric
charge situation with each atom singly charged, which is also
representative of the experimental conditions. Last, we will
add charge dynamics to the simulations.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup and conditions

The experiments were carried out at beamline 1 (BL1) [23]
of the SACLA free-electon-laser facility [24] operating at a
repetition rate of 60 Hz. The pulse duration of the x-ray FEL
was estimated to be about 70-fs full width at half-maximum.
The purpose of the experiment was to rapidly create a highly
charged state of 4BrThio, especially by charging all four
bromine atoms. Therefore, the photon energy of 130 eV was
chosen near the maximum cross section for Br 3d ionization

while still well within the tuning range of the BL1 of SACLA.
At 130 eV, the total photoabsorption cross section for 4BrThio
is 24 Mbarns (estimated from the atomic cross sections [25])
and 88% of it is Br 3d ionization.

The average nonattenuated pulse energy during the exper-
iment was 50 μJ, corresponding to 2.4 × 1012 photons per
FEL pulse, focused a Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system through
a waist of 5.3 × 5.1 μm2 (v × h) diameter (FWHM). The
described conditions would correspond to a very high mul-
tiphoton absorption regime, where the total molecular charge
created per pulse becomes limited by the effect of frustrated
absorption. In order to limit the ionization of the residual
gas, and also because the very high photon density is not
necessary for sufficient ionization of the sample, the photon
flux was limited by metal foil filters. The main measurement
was performed using a Sn 0.1-μm filter with calculated
24% transmission and a complementary measurement using a
0.2-μm filter with calculated 5.4% transmission at the chosen
energy. The transmissions as determined using gas pulse
energy monitors were higher, 71% and 30%, correspondingly.

4BrThio (greater than 99.0% purity) was purchased from
Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., and used without further
purification. The solid sample was heated up to 120 ◦C in
the reservoir of a modified electromagnetic solenoid valve
[26]. The resulting sample vapor was seeded by helium gas
and introduced to the focal point of the FEL pulses in the
ultrahigh-vacuum reaction chamber as a pulsed supersonic gas
jet. The ions were detected by a multicoincidence momentum-
imaging ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer equipped with
a Roentdek HEX120 position-sensitive ion detector [21]. The
acceleration voltages were tuned to velocity mapping condi-
tions with the 4π ion collection efficiency up to 35 eV initial
kinetic energy.

B. Results

1. Ionic fragments

As the first step of the analysis, the fragment ions origi-
nating from the 4BrThio sample were identified. This was not
a straightforward process, since most of the signal in the ion
TOF spectra came from the residual gas. However, the signal
from the Br+ ions is well separated from any rest-gas peaks
and, in the dissociation of multiply charged 4BrThio, most
events are expected to yield Br+ ions. Since only 20% of the
FEL pulses yielded any Br+ ions, it is likely that for the rest
there were no 4BrThio molecules in the interaction volume
at the time of the pulse. In order to obtain a TOF spectrum
assigned only to the 4BrThio sample, the Br+ ions were used
as a filter, generating an ion TOF spectrum only from events
containing one or more Br+ ions and then subtracting a TOF
spectrum generated from events containing no Br+ ions. The
result given in Fig. 2 shows which ionic species correlate
with the Br+ signal. The figure also displays the original TOF
spectrum generated without filtering. The spectral structures
are labeled by the assigned ionic species. The Br+ peak is
composed of two isotopes, 79Br and 81Br, indicated by two
markers. As expected, also the other atomic fragments C+
and S+ are present, as well as the Br2+ ions. Also the C2

+

fragment is seen in significant quantity and a small amount of
CBr+ fragments. The disturbed region following the C+ peak
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FIG. 2. Ion TOF spectrum of 4BrThio. Colored lines are spectra
generated from selected events producing at least one Br+ ion and
the light gray line is the spectrum generated from all events. The red
(upper) spectrum shows a spectrum with the FEL pulses attenuated
to 24% and the blue (lower) spectrum (offset for better visibility) to
5.4% of the full intensity. The TOF positions of various fragments,
corresponding to zero initial velocity, are marked by vertical lines.
The dashed circle denotes the region heavily disturbed by the water
molecular ion and fragments.

is due to the subtraction of a very strong signal from water
ions. The peak assigned to 79,81Br+ can in principle be also
assigned to the C4S+ fragment, but it is very unlikely that the
thiophene ring survives intact. The fragment intensity ratios
in the figure are not representative of the true ion abundances,
as the filtering process creates a bias towards Br ions.

2. Momentum distributions

As can be seen from Fig. 2, all the TOF peaks are sig-
nificantly broadened, an indication of a large momentum
component of the ions along the spectrometer’s axis. Also, the
ion hit position distributions on the position-sensitive detector
are broad due to the transverse momentum component, e.g.,
the image of Br+ ions has a two-dimensional Gaussian width
of about 18 mm.

Numerical ion flight trace simulations were used to obtain
accurate conversion coefficients from TOF deviations �TOF,
x and y, to all three components of �p. Figure 3 shows the
momentum distributions of the Br+ and C+ ions. Unfortu-
nately, due to strong contamination from residual gas, the
distributions for other ions could not be reliably extracted.
For the Br+ ions, the presence of two unresolved isotopes
introduces uncertainty in determining the axial component
of the ion momentum from �TOF, whereas the other two
components are virtually unaffected by the isotopic distribu-
tion. A numerical simulation shows that using the average
mass of 80 atomic mass units (u) in analysis results in an
additional broadening of the momentum distribution, which
is about 3 × 10−23 kg m/s in the higher-momentum side and
(1–2) × 10−23 kg m/s in the lower-momentum side of the
distribution. The isotope effect thus does not have a significant
influence on the analysis.

The solid lines in Fig. 3 are the momentum distributions
for all detected Br+ or C+ ions, but it is informative to study
also filtered subsets. The red dashed lines in Fig. 3 correspond
to the Br+ ions coming only from the FEL pulses with at

FIG. 3. Ion momentum distributions for Br+ (red) and C+

(green) from the experiment with 24% pulse attenuation. Solid lines
are distributions for the ions from all FEL pulses, dashed lines for the
Br+ and C+ ions that have counterpart C+ and Br+ ions, respectively,
in the FEL pulse, and dotted lines for the Br+ and C+ ions that
have no counterpart ion in the pulse. The gray dotted lines show
momentum distributions from the experiment with stronger 5.4%
attenuation.

least one C+ ion present and the dotted lines correspond to the
Br+ ions from pulses with no C+ ions present. A comparison
of the two subsets shows that the existence of C+ ions in a
pulse correlates with the Br+ ions with larger momentum.
The equivalent analysis for the C+ momentum distribution has
quite a different outcome: There are slightly more energetic
ions in the C+ distribution when there are no Br+ ions present,
compared to the unfiltered case or the case where there is at
least one Br+ in the pulse. Such behavior of both distributions
can be explained if, by dividing the total charge between the
atomic fragments, Br atoms are initially preferred over the C
atoms. Then the presence of C+ ions together with the Br+ ion
indicates that relatively high total charge states are reached
and the average momenta of the Br+ ions are higher, while
the presence of Br+ ions together with C+ ions would not be
a clear indication of either higher or lower total charge. Also,
the correlation with the total charge state is not so clear-cut for
the momentum of the C+ ions, as our simulations will show
(see Fig. 6).

Figure 3 shows also the momentum distributions obtained
by the more strongly attenuated FEL pulses. For Br+, this
clearly reduces the high-momentum fraction of the ions,
consistent with lower total charge being produced. For C+,
similarly to filtering of events by Br+ ions, the effect is more
in the detailed shape of the distribution.

3. Momentum correlations

The angular correlations between the momentum vectors
in (Br+, Br+) and (C+, C+) ion pairs are shown in Fig. 4,
with α the angle between the two vectors. Here all possible
ion pairs belonging to the same FEL pulse are included;
therefore the curves are expected to have a contribution also
from false coincidence pairs. As a reference and cross-check,
distributions were also created from scrambled ion pairs,
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the cosine of the angle between the
momentum vectors of ions created by a FEL pulse. The solid red
line shows (Br+, Br+) pairs and green circles (C+, C+) pairs. The
dotted line shows the distributions from scrambled (Br+, Br+) (red)
and (C+, C+) (green) pairs. Vertical markers indicate the C–Br bond
angles from the neutral geometry.

where the ions were picked from different FEL pulses, there-
fore eliminating any possibility of true coincidences. As
expected, these distributions are entirely flat in the cos α

presentation, while the true (Br+, Br+) pairs show two clear
maxima. The black markers indicate the cosines of the an-
gles between all the C–Br bonds in the neutral ground-state
geometry of the molecule. The experimental maxima of the
(Br+, Br+) pairs indeed correlate with these angles, while the
angular distribution of the (C+, C+) pairs shows a very differ-
ent shape, with no correlation to the ground-state geometrical
positions of the C atoms in the thiophene ring. Instead, the
momenta of the C+ ions tend to be preferentially close to
parallel or antiparallel to each other.

Let us now consider the effects of the planar symmetry of
the 4BrThio molecule. If all atoms lie strictly on a plane at the
start of dissociation, with no initial velocities, then the entire
dissociation dynamics would take place on that molecular
plane. Experimentally, three-ion coincidences (ion triplets)
would provide a means to check the planarity of the dynamics,
with the momentum vectors of the first two ions defining a
plane and the measure of planarity defined as the cosine of the
angle β between the normal of the plane and the momentum
of the third ion. A distribution sharply peaked at cos β = 0
would mean all three ions dissociating preferentially on a
plane.

Figure 5 shows the cos β distributions from the
triplets (Br+, Br+, Br+) and (Br+, Br+, C+), again show-
ing a flat scrambled distribution of (Br+, Br+, Br+) and
(Br+, Br+, C+) as a cross-check. The distributions contain an
uncorrelated (flat) false coincidence background.

One can see that the three Br+ ions indeed dissociate
preferentially on a plane, reaffirming that their dissociation
characteristics reflect the original geometry of the molecule.
The deviations from the planar dissociation vary by ±22◦
(half-width at half maximum of the distribution). For the
C+ ions, in contrast, the preferred momentum direction is
perpendicular to the plane defined by the two Br+ momentum
vectors, symmetrically above (cos β = 1) or below (cos β =

FIG. 5. Distribution of the cosine of the angle between the
normal of the plane defined by the momenta of two ions and the
momentum of a third ion. The solid red line shows (Br+, Br+, Br+)
triplets, green circles show (Br+, Br+, C+) triplets, and dotted red
and green lines show scrambled (Br+, Br+, Br+) and (Br+, Br+, C+)
triplets, respectively.

−1). This is also in agreement with the two-ion angular
correlations for carbon fragments (Fig. 4); as the C+ ions leave
the plane of the molecule, all angular relationship with the
initial geometry on the plane is lost.

III. MOLECULAR-DYNAMICS MODELING

A. Charge distributions

Our Coulomb explosion model is a fairly simple one that
has earlier been successfully used to model the momentum
distribution of iodomethane [16], di-iodomethane [17], and 5-
iodouracil [19] upon ionization. In the model, the total charge
of the molecule is localized at single atoms which are assumed
to behave like point charges without any chemical bonds.
In the first approximation, the total charge is distributed to
atoms immediately without any charge buildup time. In a
more advanced form, the charge builds up gradually. For
simplicity, we will first apply the model with instantaneous
charge creation, a fair approximation due to the lack of
ultrafast dissociation component.

From the experiment it is not apparent how large a total
charge is reached in the ionization, so first we obtained the
momenta for different total charges using the instantaneous
charge creation approximation. An average mass 80 u was
used for the Br atoms and the equations of motion were
integrated up to 100 ps. The C+ and Br+ momenta are plotted
in Fig. 6 for total charge values up to Qtot = 13, overlaid on
the experimental momentum distributions of these ions. The
spread of the possible momentum values in simulation at each
Qtot comes from the permutations of the charge distribution
between individual atoms. In Fig. 6, two scenarios are
presented. In Fig. 6(a), the Br atoms are preferred for charge
localization, so the C atoms start to obtain charge only after
all four Br atoms have +1 charge. In Fig. 6(b), the charge
can always localize to all atoms with equal probability, with
the constraint that doubly charged atoms are generated only
after all atoms have become singly ionized. In both cases, all
atoms obtain the unit charge at a total charge of +9, with no
permutations possible, and the highest atomic charge is +2.
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FIG. 6. Momentum distributions of Br+ and C+ ions from
4BrThio in the experiment and from simulations with the total charge
Qtot from +2 to +13. Solid lines are the experimental curves and
markers show the momenta given by the model. The markers in (a)
are the possible momenta when the charge on Br atoms is preferred
over other atoms, whereas in (b) all atoms have equal likelihood to
be charged.

Additionally, different ion momentum values arise since there
are two inequivalent positions for Br and C atoms in the
geometry.

The simulated momenta give the first indication of the
total charge states covered by the present experiments. The
maximum in the experimental distribution of Br+ corresponds
to modeled values for Qtot = 5, . . . , 6, with the distribution
extending to cover the total charge Qtot = 13. The used in-
stantaneous charge approximation gives the upper limits of
the momenta and adding a charge buildup time will lower
these values, as will be seen in Sec. III C. From the experiment
(Fig. 3), it was shown that the larger values in the Br+

momenta correspond to the more uniform charge distribution
with the C+ counterpart also present. All these considerations
suggest that, when selecting a single total charge value as
representative of the experiment in further simulations, Qtot =
9 would be not only suitable but also very advantageous since
(i) there is no ambiguity in distributing +1 charges and (ii) it
creates a most symmetrical situation in terms of the Coulomb
forces and the perfect conditions for the Coulomb implosion.
In the following modeling, we used Qtot = 9.

B. Angular correlations: Effects of temperature

Even though the sample temperature was measured during
the experiment, the exact internal temperature of the 4BrThio

FIG. 7. Angle distributions of (Br+, Br+) and (C+, C+) pairs
(cos α) and the triplets (Br+, Br+, Br+) and (Br+, Br+, C+) (cos β).
The initial thermal energy is increased from 0 eV to 1 eV from top
to bottom. Vertical dashed lines indicate the cosines of the angles
between the C–Br bonds.

molecules in the expanding jet was not known. The sample
evaporation temperature was around 400 K, which corre-
sponds to about 0.5 eV total kinetic energy for the atoms
in the 4BrThio molecule, calculated from the equipartition
theorem as Ekin = N × 3

2 kBT , where N is the number of
atoms in the molecule, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T
is the temperature. This energy was added to all atoms as
randomized, isotropically oriented initial velocity vectors, so
the total atomic kinetic energy adds up to the predetermined
value (e.g., 0.5 eV for 400 K) and the center of mass re-
mains stationary. In the simulations, 10 000 trajectories were
integrated for each temperature, varying the ensemble of the
initial velocity vectors.

Next we compare simulations at a few different ther-
mal energies. The angular distributions of the (Br+, Br+)
and (C+, C+) pairs and of the (Br+, Br+, Br+) and
(Br+, Br+, C+) triplets are shown in Fig. 7 in the left and
right columns, respectively. With no initial velocities (T =
0 K), and since all Coulomb forces are on the molecular
plane, all departing ions stay on that plane. As the top row
of Fig. 7 shows, ions in both the Br+ and C+ ion pairs
leave at angles that are defined by the initial geometry and
the charge distribution (which in this case is uniformly +1
per atom). Typical Coulomb explosion often reflects the bond
angles in the initial geometry (bond breakage), therefore also
in Fig. 7 the four possible (cosines of the) angles between
the C–Br bonds are indicated. As can be seen, although the
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geometry fully determines the angles in this simulation, the
correspondence to the original geometry in the (Br+, Br+)
case is only approximate and for the (C+, C+) pairs it is not
present at all. It is interesting to note that there are (C+, C+)
pairs with the momenta almost codirectional (cos α = 0.95).
These are formed by the lower and upper (attached to sulfur)
carbons (Fig. 1). With no vibrational motion, the former
undergo multiple scattering inside the Br+ and S+ cage and
eventually leave with very low kinetic energy of less than
1 eV. This reduces the Coulomb repulsion with the faster
carbon ions and allows for nearly codirectional emission, as a
peculiarity of this particular geometry and the chosen charge
distribution.

When even a small amount of vibrational energy is added
to the initial state, the behavior is changed as shown in the
second row of Fig. 7, showing the case of 40 K temperature
(0.05 eV internal energy). In the left-hand figure, we see that
the C+ ions no longer form the four sharp peaks that were
present in the 0-eV case, but the distribution of (C+, C+) now
has a broad structure and a new maximum near at cos α = −1
appears. Only one of the four original peaks is still distinct at
cos α = 0.57 (α = 55◦); it is almost totally formed by the two
equivalent carbons that were bonded to sulfur. In contrast, the
four (Br+, Br+) peaks seen at 0 eV energy are still present at
0.05 eV, though slightly broadened. Turning to the planarity
of the dissociation, one sees from the right-hand column of
row 2 in Fig. 7 that whereas in the zero-energy case the cos β

angles of all triplets (Br+, Br+, Br+) and (Br+, Br+, C+) are
strictly zero (planar emission), now other maxima appear in
the (Br+, Br+, C+) triplets near cos β = ±1, indicating that
C+ ions are emitted close to the normal of the molecular plane.
These effects of temperature have a simple explanation: The
heavy and thus slower Br+ ions are blocking the Coulomb
explosion path of the C+ ion on the molecular plane. Even
a small disturbance of the initial planar symmetry creates
an off-plane force on the C+ ions that soon becomes the
dominant force component: The carbon ions will “pop out”
of the molecular plane and also lose all directional correlation
with the initial molecular geometry. However, at that low
temperature of 40 K, some C+ ions still stay at the molecular
plane causing the central maximum around cos β = 0. About
97% of that peak comes from the two C atoms that were
bonded to the S atom and that also created the one remaining
clear peak in the cos α distribution. The side maxima at
cos β = ±1 are caused almost totally by the two other C
atoms. The Br+ ions, in contrast to carbon, are still emitted
close to the molecular plane as their cos β distribution peaks
around zero, although it is broadened by the initial thermal
motion, having the variation from planar as ±6◦ half-width at
half maximum (HWHM).

At the next temperature, E = 0.5 eV corresponding to
400 K (the third row of Fig. 7), the peak for (C+, C+) at
cos α = 0.57 in the left-hand figure broadens further. A peak
at cos α = −1.0 that is now well defined is created by the C+
ions emitted to the opposite sides of the molecular plane. In
the right-hand column of Fig. 7, the in-plane maximum at
cos β = 0 nearly disappears for (Br+, Br+, C+) and the C+
ions now mostly leave near perpendicular to the plane defined
by the bromine momenta. All the Br+ ions are still emitted
preferentially in the planar configuration, although now the

FIG. 8. Example of the fragmentation trajectory of 4BrThio with
Qtot = 9 during the first 200 fs, with 0.5 eV of initial thermal kinetic
energy distributed to the atoms: Br atoms, green; C atoms, gray; and
S atoms, yellow. Dashed red lines show the distance to the plane
defined by the initial geometry of the molecule.

variation is ±18◦ from the plane (HWHM). In experiment,
the observed variation was ±22◦.

The different behavior of the C+ and Br+ ions is illustrated
by Fig. 8, showing the simulated ion trajectories during the
first 200 fs of the dissociation of a uniformly charged, Qtot =
9, 4BrThio molecule at one randomly chosen set of initial
velocities corresponding to 400 K (0.5 eV). The Br+ ions
stay close the initial molecular plane with the trajectories
reflecting the initial C–Br bond directions. It is seen how three
C+ ions “bounce off” the heavy Br+ ions and turn out of
the plane, whereas one C+ ion, initially bonded to S, leaves
close to the molecular plane, illustrating the entire range of
the (Br+, Br+, C+) curve in the third row of Fig. 7.

The bottom row of Fig. 7 represents the highest temper-
ature of 800 K (1 eV). The trends seen at the lower tem-
peratures in the (C+, C+) angles continue: The distribution
broadens and the previously-well-defined peak at cos α =
0.57 almost merges into the broad distribution. In contrast,
the (Br+, Br+) pair distribution remains very similar to that at
400 K. In the right-hand side of the figure, the maximum at
cos β = 0 for the (Br+, Br+, C+) triplets has now completely
disappeared. However, the distribution still does not drop
to zero at cos β = 0. For the (Br+, Br+, Br+) triplets, the
dissociation is still preferentially planar, with the distribution
only slightly broadened (HWHM 22◦) from the previous
temperature.

When comparing the above results with the experiment, we
noticed that the experimental cos α distributions are depen-
dent on the magnitudes of the momentum vectors. Therefore,
a better comparison with the experiment can be obtained
from Fig. 9, which shows how the angular distribution of
the (Br+, Br+) pairs changes with the magnitude of the Br+

momenta, with the experiment in Fig. 9(a) and the simulation
in Fig. 9(b). The latter was obtained by generating random
charges between 0 and +2 for Br atoms and between 0 and
+1 for C and S atoms. Also, Br atoms did not receive the
maximum +2 charge before all atoms had became singly
charged, and only the (Br+, Br+) pairs that carry charge
+1 were used for the figure. The total charge range in the
simulation was from +2 to +13 and the initial temperature
400 K. The two-dimensional plot was constructed based on
50 000 trajectories. For reference, horizontal dashed lines
mark the Br+ ion momenta from point charge explosion with
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FIG. 9. (a) Experimental distribution of angles between two
Br+ momenta, dependent on the average momentum [p(Br1

+) +
p(Br2

+)]/2 as the y axis. The number of ion pairs in the distribution
are color coded. Vertical lines denote the C–Br bond angles in the
parent molecule and horizontal lines mark the momentum values
from simulation with Qtot = 9. (b) Simulated angular distributions.

Qtot = 9 and at T = 0 K. Vertical dashed lines denote the
bond angles form the neutral molecular geometry.

In general, considering the basic simplicity of the model
and that even no charge dynamics was included and thus
there were no adjustable empirical parameters except for
the vibrational temperature, the overall agreement between
the experiment and simulation is quite satisfactory. In both
cases, it is seen that the distribution’s maxima reflect better
the bond angles in the neutral geometry as the total charge
and the ion momenta increase. Thus, a faster and stronger
Coulomb explosion of the Br+ ions reflects the molecular
geometry more closely. In the case of a weak explosion and
low-momentum values of less than 5 × 10−22kgm/s, both the
experimental and simulated distributions shift towards fully
anticorrelated vectors (cos α < 0). This is indeed expected

from low total charge states, with cos α approaching −1 for
Qtot = 2 at the lowest charge limit.

C. Effects of charge dynamics

On one hand, the ion trajectories and angular correlations
in Coulomb implosion are highly sensitive to the initial vi-
brational motion of the atoms. On the other hand, the total
kinetic energy release (KER), as well as the final momentum
values in a typical Coulomb explosion as experienced by the
Br+ ions, is affected by the charge buildup and distribution
timescales. Next we include these as empirical parameters in
our model, in a manner slightly modified from the previous
studies [16,18].

The molecular charge builds up to the final total charge Qtot

according to the equation

Q(t ) = Qtot

[
1 − exp

(
− t

τ

)]
,

where τ is an empirical constant. In the present study, the
main factor determining the charge buildup duration is the
relatively long FEL pulse of estimated 70-fs duration. How-
ever, the charge buildup constant τ = 70 fs is likely to be too
long, since strong absorption in the earlier part of the pulse
increases both the molecular charge and the binding energy of
the Br 3d orbitals, lowering the absorption cross section as the
photoelectron energy moves away from the giant resonance.
Eventually, above Qtot ≈ 10 the ionization by 130-eV photons
from Br 3d orbital becomes impossible altogether. We will use
a tentative value of τ = 50 fs to explore the effects of charge
buildup.

The initial charge, as Br 3d core holes, will distribute to
other atoms by Auger decay according to the equations

dQBr

dt
= Qatom

τ
e−t/τ − R[QBr(t ) − QC,S(t )],

dQC,S

dt
= R[QBr(t ) − QC,S(t )],

where R is the charge transfer rate. In such dynamics, all N
atoms eventually obtain an equal charge Qatom = Qtot/N and
the charge dynamics is given in the integral form as

QBr(t ) = Qatom

2Rτ − 1
[2(1 − Rτ )e−t/τ − e−2Rτ ] + Qatom,

QC,S(t ) = Qatom

2Rτ − 1
(e−2Rτ − 2Rτe−t/τ ) + Qatom.

In the present model, the atoms of the same type that have
the same final charge also have equal fractional charges during
the buildup. Thus, for Qtot = +9, the charge buildup does not
destroy the initial symmetry as all four carbon atoms and one
sulfur have the same charge QC,S(t ) at any point of time and
the four bromine atoms have equal QBr(t ) charge.

Figure 10 presents momentum distributions from four
charge dynamics scenarios: A, instantaneous charges; B, rep-
resenting the present experiment; C, same as B but with very
fast charge transfer to carbon atoms; and D, very fast charge
buildup and slow transfer. For the charge transfer rate in
scenario B we used R = 1.5 × 1014 s−1, derived from the Br
3d core-hole lifetime of about 7 fs [27]. It is interesting to
note that, apart from the expected reduction of the Br+ ion
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FIG. 10. Curves A–D are the simulated momentum distributions
of Br+ (red curves) and C+ ions (green curves) with the total charge
of Qtot = 9 and 0.5 eV of internal energy. In scenario A, τ = 0 fs and
R → ∞; in B, τ = 50 fs and R = 1.5 × 1014 s−1; in C, τ = 50 fs
and R → ∞; and in D, τ = 1 fs and R = 1 × 1013 s−1. Here BP is a
comparison of experiment (dotted curves) and simulation according
to scenario B, but with the total charge state given by a Poisson
distribution with Qtot = 9.

momenta when switching on charge dynamics (from A to B),
the distributions also become less structured. Although the
maxima for both the C+ and Br+ momentum distributions
in simulation B are fairly close to the experimental maxima
at 3 × 10−22 and 5 × 10−22 kg m/s, respectively (Fig. 3),
this simulation at Qtot = 9 is not for direct comparison (for
which the whole range of total charges should be modeled).
Scenario C demonstrates in turn that the charge flow from
Br to other atoms is fast enough compared to the buildup
time, so the charge equalization time does not need to be
included. Scenario D shows a hypothetical situation where
the slow transfer rate dominates the charge dynamics. In this
case, the Br+ ions that received near-instantaneous charge
obtain high momenta, and carbon ions are more affected by
the slow charge flow. In scenario D, the bromine atoms charge
quickly to about +2, before the charge slowly dissipates to
other atoms, accounting for strong initial Coulomb forces and
high Br+ ion momenta.

Scenario B in Fig. 10 is the best approximation in the
model for quantitative comparison with the experimental
distributions (Fig. 3), yet it does not account for the variations
of the total charge. The top curves BP in Fig. 10 provide
such a comparison by assuming a Poisson distribution of Qtot

with the average charge of +9. Scenario B was simulated for
all charges Qtot = +2 to +17 and these distributions were
added according to the weights from the Poisson distribution.
One can see that after including the vibrational motion and
charge dynamics, the modeled momentum distribution of
Br+ is well centered on the experimental one. Its width is
primarily influenced by the choice of the Qtot distribution
function, which may well be different from the assumed
Poisson distribution. The agreement is worse between the
experimental and simulated momenta of the C+ ion, with the
former having a pronounced low-momentum region down to
zero. In the case of Coulomb implosion, the low momentum is
not necessarily correlated with low total charge (see Fig. 3). In
simulations, near-zero momenta for C+ are generated by the
basic model for all total charges, with no vibrations and charge
dynamics included (see Fig. 6(b)). Thus the discrepancy is not
simply removed by adjusting the total charge distribution. As
discussed in connection with Fig. 7, these are the carbon ions
that undergo multiple in-plane scattering within the bromine
cage, and this effect quickly vanishes with the addition of
vibrations. A more detailed investigation (of angular corre-
lations, for example) is hampered by the very high relative
experimental error in �p

p of the near-zero-momentum ions.
From the modeling side, one possible source of discrepancy
is the handling of the internal energy as atomic velocities. In
the Supplemental Material, we investigated other methods of
distributing the energy over molecular vibrations [28]. While
these more advanced treatments have minor effects on the
resultant momentum and angular distributions, they offer no
distinct improvements at the present level of detail in the
available experimental data.

Finally, Fig. 11 shows the angular distributions obtained
from scenario B in comparison with experiment. Constant
background was subtracted from the experimental curve to
account for the false coincidences. As for the ion momen-
tum, the (C+, C+) and (Br+, Br+) pair angular distributions
become more smeared out by slower charge dynamics, es-
pecially the sharp maximum at cos α = −1 seen in Fig. 7.
There is good agreement of simulations with the experiment,
except for one clear discrepancy: There is a high probability
of codirectional C+ ion emission (cos α = 1) in experiment,
whereas in simulations this is suppressed by C-C Coulomb
repulsion. In our statistical charge buildup model all C atoms
charge concurrently, always maintaining equal charge. Once
the C+ ion leaves the molecular plane, the four Br ions (which
dissociate close to that plane) exert on it a concerted force
close to the plane normal direction. However, the mutual
repulsion of the C+ ions leaving on the same side of the plane
causes a widening of the angle α between their momentum
vectors, thus suppressing the angular distribution at cos α = 1.
In experiment, photons are absorbed sequentially over the
pulse duration and thus the C atoms become charged and
leave the molecular plane at different times. Even though
the four heavy Br atoms also become charged at differ-
ent times during the pulse, due to their slow motion the
timescale of the sequential charging does not destroy their
original geometry and they still exert a concerted near-plane-
normal force on the C ions. In such a case, their mutual
Coulomb repulsion of C+ ions does not prevent codirectional
emission.
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FIG. 11. Distributions of (a) cos α for (Br+, Br+) and (C+, C+)
pairs and (b) cos β for (Br+, Br+, Br+) and (Br+, Br+, C+) triplets.
Lines represent simulations as described in the text and markers are
experimental distributions.

In comparing the planarity (cos β) of ion emission, the
simulations of scenario B [Fig. 11(a)] agree very well with
experiment for both (Br+, Br+, C+) and (Br+, Br+, Br+)
triplets.

IV. CONCLUSION

Short and intense FEL pulses cause strong sequential
multiphoton ionization of gas-phase tetrabromothiophene
molecules, leading to high total charge states and extensive
fragmentation. From three-dimensional ion momentum anal-
ysis, the momentum distributions and various two- and three-
ion angular correlations were determined for Br+ and C+ ions.

A comparison of the momentum distributions with a point-
charge dissociation model shows that charge states of up to
Qtot ≈ 13 were reached. We chose Qtot = 9 with uniform
charge distribution to all atoms for further simulations. This
creates a very symmetric situation where the C+ ions experi-
ence a Coulomb implosion with unique characteristics for ion
momentum and angular distributions. This situation makes the
dissociation trajectories of C+ extremely sensitive to initial
conditions such as thermal vibrational motion of atoms. By

including initial thermal velocity in simulations, temperatures
as low as 40 K completely alter the angular correlations of
the departing fragments, with the C+ ions popping out of the
molecular plane and losing the relationship to the initial ge-
ometry. The momentum vector correlations, predicted by the
model with instant charge creation but including vibrational
motion, are in general in good agreement with the experiment,
both clearly exhibiting the distinct properties of the Coulomb
implosion of the thiophene ring vs the Coulomb explosion of
the surrounding Br atoms.

Adding charge buildup time to the simulation has a signif-
icant effect on the total KER and the individual ion momenta,
while the charge transfer time from the Br 3d holes to the
whole molecule has a minor impact under the present con-
ditions. A close quantitative comparison of ion momentum
distributions from the simulation and experiment is difficult
because the total charge distribution is not well known, how-
ever the momenta in the Coulomb explosion of Br+ appear
to be in closer agreement than the momenta in the Coulomb
implosion of C+. With further experimental improvements in
low-momentum accuracy and with the reduction of residual
ion background, the near-zero-momentum ions from Coulomb
implosion in highly charged systems can be utilized for
more advanced Coulomb implosion description including,
e.g., molecular bonds and sequential dissociation processes.
The influence of the added charge dynamics on the angular
correlations is small, but still improves the quantitative agree-
ment with the observations.

The 4BrThio molecule proved to be a sensitive test for
modeling the fragmentation of highly charged molecular sys-
tems. Its bromine atoms exhibit typical geometry-determined
Coulomb explosion, whereas the properties of the carbon
ions allow studying the influence of the temperature. The
detailed shapes of the momentum and angular distributions
under Coulomb implosion conditions can potentially reveal
more information on the interaction between nuclear and
charge dynamics, for example, and could be used for further
refinements of the theoretical model, but it would require
a more detailed knowledge of the experimentally created
total molecular charge distribution (or an ability to choose a
particular total charge state) than was available for this study.

For future studies, it would be of interest to experimentally
investigate the effects of the various temperatures (or molec-
ular vibrations controlled by other means) on 4BrThio or
other systems experiencing Coulomb implosion. Furthermore,
specific vibrational excitations before or during the fragmen-
tation, to which Coulomb explosions are typically insensitive,
could be probed by Coulomb-implosion-type dynamics. Also,
Coulomb implosions could be sensitive indicators of small
initial geometry distortions of molecules in high-symmetry
situations.
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